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Effect of Aluminum Addition with Nitrogen on K-Carbide Formation in CarbonMn Steel
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An attempt has been made in the present research work to investigate the role and influence of chemical effect of aluminum
addition in the experimental steel towards the formation of k-carbides. Two steel grades were made with and without
aluminum addition by induction melting furnace and were cast to ingots. Steel A has no aluminum addition and steel B
has some aluminum content. These ingots were then solution heat treated on a temperature of 1200 °C for 2-hours’ time
and were cooled in the air. After that, they were hot rolled to drawn in plate and sheet. The small samples were cut from
bulk and were then heat-treated at 800 °C for 1 hour and quenched. Microstructure by OM and SEM was captured. In steel
A there was no k-carbide present in the matrix and surprisingly in steel B, small fine k-carbides were present this was then
confirmed by XRD later. OM, SEM, and TEM analysis revealed that the presence of k-carbides in steel B makes less
dense. It was concluded that aluminum in conjunction with nitrogen forms the small nitride particles having a high melting
point does not dissolve during the melting and casting such particles are known as AlN or aluminum nitride particles was
observed by TEM along with EDS was the main reason to support the formation of k-carbides, these fine nano level kcarbides are orderly distributed in the steel matrix as was shown by XRD peaks.
Keywords: aluminum, AlN particles, k-carbides, austenite, XRD, TEM.

1. INTRODUCTION ∗
Since decades ago, there was an increasing competition
among the steel manufacturers for producing safe, light and
economical steel on the hands, in this high challenging
marketing environment of achieving those above factors as
well as maintaining and economizing without sacrificing the
strength, many researchers investigate the TRIP, TWIP and
CHQ steels [1 – 5]. Strength at low weight has always been
a subject of interest for every researcher [5 – 9]. Many
research studies showed and proved that by increasing the
amount of manganese and aluminum the simultaneous
effect of increasing strength and decreasing density can be
achieved. But on the other hand, Mn is supposed to be a
high-cost element [10 – 17]. In this work increasing the
amount of aluminum can decrease the density and increase
the strength up to a certain level [18]. Formation of kcarbides can play a vital role to achieve strength to weight
ratio but the k-carbides formation is always a challenging
task in many sheets of steel [18, 21]. One of the common
methods in developing k-carbides is by aging technique but
controlling the parameters during aging treatment is so
crucial that means aging technique is not always the
assurance for developing such carbides in each steel grade
secondly aging itself is time-consuming and added step
during the research work [22 – 25]. The standard lattice
frame work of the kappa carbides is approximately
a0 = 3.837 × 102 nm and that of unit cell (Fe, Mn) 3 AlC is
orderly mannered face centered cubic structure. The
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presence of aluminum affects the overall structural
framework of kappa carbide. The k-carbide plays a vital role
in strengthening the steel [25, 26]. The kappa carbide
particles have been considered by many material scientists
to be a responsible element for the increasing the
mechanical properties of the steel [27, 28]. However, kcarbide has different behavior at different chemical
compositions and treatments which affect the properties of
that steel [29]. A huge effort has been done so far on the
behavior and deformation techniques of kappa-carbides in
aged conditions, there is a little work has been reported so
far the elements that can promote the formation of kcarbides so there is strong driving force for researchers
working in this area that adding the alloying elements and
their reaction to themselves and its effect upon formation of
k carbides and it’s interaction with nitrides is the subject of
high interest [30 – 31]. The main focus of this research work
is to study and investigate the reason of k-carbide formation
in the experimental steel by means of aluminum addition
along with nitrogen [32 – 34].

2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL
METHOD
Two steel grades were made with the almost the same
chemical composition the only major difference was the
aluminum addition in steel B. The chemical composition of
the steel A is: Fe – 0.463 C, 0.241 Si, 0.872 Mn, 0.0049 N

and steel B has chemical composition Fe – 0.454 C, 0.255 Si
0.778 Mn, 0.011 N, 0.152 Cr, 0.033 Al.
Melting was performed in an induction furnace with
inert atmosphere after melting both experimental steels were
cast in ingots. These steel ingots were solution treated at an
elevated temperature of 1200 °C for 2 hours and for two
reasons, firstly to break the as-cast structure and secondly to
dissolve the insoluble second phase particles if they were
present during melting and casting. The ingots were then
deformed above the re-crystallization temperature of that
steel by performing the hot rolling in four passes and
thickness of the ingots was reduced to 20 mm from 100 mm
by means of 80 % reduction. The cutting of the plate was
performed at 800 °C and then the steel was led to be cooled
in air at room temperature. After cooling in the air both the
steel A and B were further cut at 10 × 10 mm samples. The
squared samples were then immediately brought in muffle
furnace and heat treated at 800 °C for 1 hour homogenizing
at that temperature and was quenched. After cooling in
water, samples were further cut perpendicular to the rolling
direction to observe the microstructural features of both the
steels. The heat-treated samples and in as hot rolled
condition, un-heat-treated samples, were grind from 200 to
2200 grade emery paper. After grinding samples were
polished in 0.5 alumina solution mixed with distilled water
on polishing cloth made from silk after sufficient polishing
samples were further polished by applying diamond paste.
After polishing samples were ultrasonically cleaned in
ethanol solution to remove the burse and residue of white
alumina paste during the polishing then samples were
washed in distilled water and dried with hot air. For
observing the initial microstructure samples were etched in
a solution of 4 gm picric acid. The etching time duration was
from 5 to 20 seconds, but the microstructure was not
revealing, the possible reason was that, due to increasing the
surface tension during quenching the etchant was not
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reacting the surface of steel samples so to increase the
driving force of etching the etchant was slightly heated up
to 80 °C on a hot plate. This technique successfully revealed
the microstructure. The as hot rolled microstructure of both
the steels A and steel B is shown in Fig. 1.
By closely watching both the steels in heat treated condition
in Fig. 2 it was found that in the steel A has coarse grain
boundary network, due to lack of aluminum addition on contrary
steel B has fine grain network, aluminum is present there which
chemically combines together with nitrogen to form AlN
particles because aluminum has good affinity with nitrogen to
form AlN particles that may limit the grain Fig. 5 a and b
boundary mobility during deformation as a result grain network
formed fine.
By investigating the microstructure morphology of heattreated steels, A at a temperature of 800 °C for 1 hour, there is no
precipitation at the grain boundary and also there is no small
nano-sized ordered k-carbide particles are formed but on the
other hand k-carbide particles are visible in steel B this
morphology is shown in Fig. 2 c and d.
In the steel B having aluminum nitride particles, the
formation of kappa carbides makes the grain network finer,
strong reason is that these small particles applied the pinning
force to restrict the grain growth of the grains in steel B and also
precipitation at the grain boundary by kappa carbides makes the
structure fine consequently the grain size remains smaller and
finer because the aluminum addition promotes the formation of
orderly intragranular kappa carbides as shown in Fig. 4 a and b.
However, this phenomenon was not observed in the steel A
because such precipitation does not take place in the steel matrix
due to the absence of such particles. To verify and understand the
kappa carbide morphology TEM images of steel B were taken
after OM and SEM micrographs as shown in Fig. 3 a and b
respectively. The images are present in both bright field and dark
filed respectively.
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Fig. 1. a – optical micrograph; b – SEM micrograph in as a hot rolled condition of steel sample A; c – optical micrograph; d – SEM
micrograph in as a hot rolled condition of steel sample B
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Fig. 2. a – optical micrograph;b – SEM micrograph heat-treated at 800 °C for 1 hour of steel A; c – optical micrograph; d – SEM
micrograph heat-treated at 800 °C for 1hour steel B
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Fig. 3. a, b – TEM images doe not show k carbides in both bright and dark field of steel A; c, d – TEM images of k carbides in both
bright and dark field of steel B
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Fig. 4. a, b – TEM images do not shows the presence of any nitride particles; c, d – the images clearly showing particles morphology in
the presence of AlN nanoparticles
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Fig. 5. a – the XRD peaks of steel A without aluminum addition does not have k-carbide peaks; b – the XRD peaks of steel B having
aluminum addition clearly shows the k-carbide peaks

For further confirmation and observation of forming of
k-carbides in the aluminum contained steel and without
aluminum contained steel in heat treated condition, XRD
was performed to observe the peaks as created by means of
interaction of secondary electrons within the atomic level in
both experimental steel samples.
Even in heat treated conditions steel A has only alpha
and gamma peaks but there are no kappa carbide peaks but
in steel B, there is a clear indication of three-phase (α+ϒ+К)
as shown in Fig. 5 a and b respectively.
After addition of aluminum and presence of nitride
particles in steel B proved to be the main reason for forming
the kappa carbides, TEM in conjunction with EDS were
taken immediately after XRD analysis.
The images and morphology of the nanoparticles are
shown in Fig. 4. The arrow indicates the morphology of AlN

particles in Fig. 4 c and d that appears as rectangular
geometry while the morphology of particles is round shaped
in steel A as is shown in Fig. 4 a and b and it does not show
the morphology of AIN particles, also the EDS results
satisfies the same.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
Influence of aluminum addition with nitrogen on kcarbide formation in C-Mn steel was investigated. Two steel
samples A and B were chosen with and without aluminum
in their chemical composition to clearly observe the effect
on formation of kappa carbides [10, 11]. In steel B the
presence of aluminum in conjunction with nitrogen forms
the small nitride particles that played a crucial role in
formation of k-carbide particles which were distributed the
entire matrix and as a result fine grain structure formed

[1, 5, 6]. Microstructure and morphology were revealed by
using the research instruments such as (OM) optical
microscope, (SEM) scanning electron microscope and
(TEM) transmission electron microscope, (EDS) energy
dispersive spectrometer [32 – 34]. It is therefore concluded
that AIN particles promote the formation of kappa carbides
and the combine effect of AIN particles and Kappa carbide
particles microstructure becomes finer.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Morphology of kappa carbide formation was
investigated in this research work by various experimental
techniques and it was found that addition of aluminum has
profound effect on formation of kappa carbide in the
experimental steel. The previous studies showed that effect
of adding aluminum to steel can promote only the formation
of aluminum nitride particles that are known as AlN
particles but in this present work it was revealed that
aluminum does not only promote the formation of AlN
particles but also take part in formation of kappa carbides.
Therefore, it is concluded that this work supports the
previous work done in this area.
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